
Materials in kit: 

Air-dry clay 

Potting mix soil 

Wildflower seeds 

Gloves 

 

 

What are seed balls? 

A seed ball (or seed bomb) is a seed that has been wrapped in soil materials, 

usually a mixture of clay and compost, and then dried. Essentially, the seed is ‘pre

-planted’ and can be sown by depositing the seed ball anywhere suitable for the 

species, keeping the seed safely until the proper germination window arises. 

Seed balls are an easy and sustainable way to cultivate plants in a way that 

provides a larger window of time when the sowing can occur. They also are a 

convenient dispersal mechanism for guerrilla gardeners and people with achy 

backs.  
   (description is from seed-balls.com) 

 

 

 You will need to mix 1 part clay to 1-2 parts potting soil. The bags in your kit are 

already in these proportions. 

 You will be making small seed balls about the size of a dime. Bigger is NOT better. 

Any bigger & the sprouting seeds won’t be able to break through. The smaller size 

will also let the seed balls make better, fuller contact with the soil where you plant 

them. 

 You will be using only 3-4 seeds per ball. More is NOT better. Too many seeds 

sprouting at once will choke each other out and they will not thrive.  

 

Instructions: 

 

1. Open the seeds and pour them out into a bowl to get 

them ready for use. 

You will need to provide water to moisten 

your mixture, a work bowl  and a work 

surface on which you can knead the clay. 

A piece of cardboard covered with 

aluminum foil or cling wrap works well. 

seed-balls.com


2. Unwrap the clay and knead it into the potting soil mix. This is a dirty job, so you 

might want to use the gloves. While kneading, you might need to add water a little 

bit at a time. The consistency that you’re aiming for is workable enough to make 

the balls hold together, but not really goopy or sticky. 

3. Pinch off enough of the clay mixture to make a ball 

about the size of a dime across. 

4. Add 3 or 4 seeds and roll them up into the ball.  

5. Repeat until all of the clay mixture is used. 

6. Set the balls aside to dry for a day or two at 

room temperature. 

When you are ready to plant the seed balls, press them about 2/3 of the way down 

into the soil and water them. Or fling handfuls of them to scatter them over a wide 

area.  


